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Abstract

This paper presents a novel framework for supporting
the development of well-informed research policies and
plans. The proposed methodology is based on the use of
bibliometrics; i.e., analysis is conducted using information
regarding trends and patterns of publication. Information
thus obtained is analyzed to predict probable future devel-
opments in the technological fields being studied. While us-
ing bibliometric techniques to study science and technology
is not a new idea, the proposed approach extends previous
studies in a number of important ways. Firstly, instead of
being purely exploratory, the focus of our research has been
on developing techniques for detecting technologies that are
in theearly growthphase, characterized by a rapid increase
in the number of relevant publications. Secondly, to in-
crease the reliability of the forecasting effort, we propose
the use of automatically generated keyword taxonomies, al-
lowing the growth potentials of subordinate technologies to
aggregated into the overall potential of larger technology
categories. As a demonstration, a proof-of-concept imple-
mentation of each component of the framework is presented,
and is used to study the domain of renewable energy tech-
nologies. Results from this analysis are presented and dis-
cussed.

1 Introduction

For decision makers and researchers working in a tech-
nical domain, understanding the state of their area of inter-
est is of the highest importance. Any given research field
is composed of many subfields and underlying technologies
which are related in intricate ways. This composition, or re-
search landscape, is not static as new technologies are con-
stantly developed while existing ones become obsolete, of-

ten over very short periods of time. Fields that are presently
unrelated may one day become dependent on each others
findings.

Information regarding past and current research is avail-
able from a variety of channels, providing both a difficult
challenge as well as a rich source of possibilities. On the
one hand, sifting through these databases is time consum-
ing and subjective, while on the other, they provide a rich
source of data with which a well-informed and comprehen-
sive research strategy may be formed.

There is already a significant body of related research,
and for a good review, the reader is referred to [16, 13, 14].
Interesting examples include visualizing interrelationships
between research topics [15, 18], identification of impor-
tant researchers or research groups [11, 12], the study of
research performance by country [8, 10], the study of col-
laboration patterns [1, 4, 3] and the analysis of future trends
and developments [17, 7, 6, 18].

In particular, our research has addressed the challenge of
technology forecasting, on which this paper is focussed. In
contrast to the large body of work already present in the lit-
erature, there is currently very little research which attempts
to provide concrete, actionable results on which researchers
and other stakeholders can base their actions.

In response to this apparent shortcoming, we describe a
novel framework for automatically visualizing and predict-
ing the future evolution of domains of research. Our frame-
work incorporates the following three key contributions:

1. A methodology for automatically creating taxonomies
from bibliometric data. A number of approaches have
been tested where the basic principle is to assign terms
that co-occur frequently to common subtrees of the
taxonomy.

2. A set of numerical indicators for identifying technolo-
gies of interest. In particular, we are interested in de-



veloping a set of simple growth indicators, similar to
technical indicators used in finance, which may be eas-
ily calculated but which can be applied to hundreds or
thousands of candidate technologies at a time. This is
in contrast to more traditional curve fitting techniques
which require relatively larger quantities of data.

3. A novel approach for using the taxonomies to incorpo-
rate semantic distance information into the technology
forecasting process. The individual growth indicators
are quite noisy but by aggregating growth indicators
from semantically related terms spurious components
in the data can be averaged out.

2 A framework for technology forecasting

It is important to define the form of forecasting that is
intended. In particular, it must be stressed that it is not
“forecasting” in the sense of a weather forecast, where spe-
cific future outcomes are intended to be predicted with a
reasonably high degree of certainty. It is also worth noting
that certain tasks remain better suited to human experts; in
particular, where a technology of interest has already been
identified or is well known, we believe that a traditional re-
view of the literature and of the technical merits of the tech-
nology would prove superior to an automated approach.

Instead, the proposed framework targets the preliminary
stages of the research planning exercise by focussing on
what computational approaches excel at: i.e. scanning and
digesting large collections of data, detecting promising but
less obvious trends and bringing these to the attention of a
human expert. This overall goal should be borne in mind
as, in the following subsections, we present and describe
the individual components which constitute the framework.

2.1 Overview

Figure 1 depicts the high-level organization of the sys-
tem. As can be seen, the aim is to build a comprehensive
technology analysis tool which will collect data, extract rel-
evant terms and statistics, calculate growth indicators and
finally integrating these with the keyword taxonomies to
produce actionable outcomes. To facilitate discussion, the
system has been divided into three segments:

1. Data collection and term extraction (labelled(a) in the
figure)

2. Prevalence estimation and calculation of growth indi-
cators (labelled(b))

3. Taxonomy generation and integration with growth in-
dicators (labelled(c))

These components are explained in the following three sub-
sections.

2.2 Data collection and term extraction

2.2.1 Data collection

The type of data source, collection mechanism and num-
ber of sources used can be modified as required but
for the proof-of-concept implementation, information ex-
tracted from the Scopus1 database was used. Scopus
is a subscription-based, professionally curated citations
database provided by Elsevier. Other possibilities, such as
Google’s scholar search engine and ISI’s Web of Science
database were also considered and tested but Scopus proved
to be a good initial choice as it returned results which were

1http://www.scopus.com
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generally of a high quality, both in terms of the publications
covered and relevance to search terms, and was normally
able to retrieve a reasonable number of documents.

2.2.2 Term extraction

Term extraction is the process of automatically generatinga
list of keywords on which the technology forecasting efforts
will be focussed. Again, there are a variety of ways in which
this can be achieved; we have experimented with a number
of these and our experiences have been thoroughly docu-
mented in [21]. For the present demonstration the following
simple but effective technique is used: for each document
retrieved, a set of relevant keywords is provided. These are
collected and, after word-stemming and removal of punctu-
ation marks, sorted according to number of occurrences in
the text. For the example results shown later in this paper, a
total of 500 keywords have been extracted and used to build
the taxonomy.

2.2.3 Pilot study

To provide a suitable example on which to conduct our ex-
periments and to anchor our discussions, a pilot study was
conducted in the field of renewable energy. The incred-
ible diversity of renewable energy research offers a rich
and challenging problem domain on which we can test our
methods. Besides high-profile topics like solar cells and
nuclear energy, renewable energy related research is also
being conducted in fields like molecular genetics and nan-
otechnology.

To collect the data for use in this pilot study, a variety of
high-level keywords related to renewable energy (please see
Appendix A) were submitted to Scopus, and the abstracts of
the retrieved documents were collected and used. In total,
119, 393 abstracts were retrieved and subsequently ordered
by year of publication.

2.3 Identification of early growth tech-
nologies

There are actually two steps to this activity. The first is
to find a suitable measure for the “prevalence” of a given
technology as a function of time. In terms of a database of
academic publications, this would be some means of mea-
suring the size of the body of relevant publications appear-
ing each year. It is difficult to achieve this directly but an
alternative would be to search for the occurrence statistics
of terms relevant to the domain of interest. To allow for the
overall growth in publication numbers over time (given the
emergence of new journals, conferences, etc.), we choose to
use theterm frequencyinstead of the raw occurrence counts.

"Early growth" phase

Figure 2. Early growth of technological devel-
opment

This is defined as:

TFi =
ni∑

j∈I
nj

(1)

where,ni is the number of occurrences of keywordsi, and
I is the set of terms appearing in all article abstracts (this
statistic is calculated for each year of publication to obtain
a time-indexed value). Once the term frequencies for all
terms have been extracted and saved, they can be used to
calculate growth indicators for each of the keywords (and,
by extension, the associated technologies). These, in turn,
are used to rank the list of terms.

As stated previously, we are most interested in keywords
with term frequencies that are relatively low at present but
that have been rapidly increasing; this will be referred to
as the “early growth” phase of technological development,
depicted in figure 2, and represents the fields to which an
expert would wish to be alerted. Existing techniques are
often based on fitting growth curves (see [2] for example) to
the data. This can be difficult as the curve-fitting operation
can be very senstive to noise. Also, data collected over a
relatively large number of years (approximately≥ 10 years)
is required, whereas the emergence of novel technological
trends can occur over much shorter time-scales.

The search for suitable early growth indicators is cur-
rently an area of active research but for this paper the fol-
lowing indicator will serve as an example:

θi =

∑
t∈[2004,2008] t.TFi[t]

∑
t∈[2004,2008] TFi[t]

, (2)

where,θi is the growth potential for keywordi andTFi[t]
is the term frequency for termi and yeart. As can be seen,
this gives the average publication year for articles appearing
in the last five year (excluding 2009), and which are relevant
to termi (a more recent year indicates greater currency of
the topic).



2.4 Keyword taxonomies and semantics
enriched indicators

One of the problems encountered in earlier experiments
involving technology forecasting is that there is a lot of
noise when measuring technology prevalence using simple
term occurrence frequencies.

This is a fundamental problem when attempting to infer
an underlying property (in this case, the size of the relevant
body of literature) using indirect measurements (hit counts
generated using a simple keyword search), and cannot be
entirely eliminated. However, as part of our framework we
propose an approach through which these effects may be
reduced; the basic idea is that hit counts associated with a
single search term will invariably be noisy as the contexts
in which this term appear will be extremely diverse and will
contain a large number of extraneous mentions (and will
also include papers which are critical of the technology it
represents). However, if we can find collections of related
terms and use aggregate statistics instead of working with
individual terms, we might reasonably expect that a lot of
this randomness will cancel out.

We concretize this intuition in the form of apredictive
taxonomy; i.e. a hierarchical organization of keywords rel-
evant to a particular domain of research, where the growth
indicators of terms lower down in the taxonomy contribute
to the overall growth potential of higher-up “concepts” or
categories.

2.4.1 Taxonomy generation

The question remains, how do we obtain such a taxonomy?
In a limited number of cases, these taxonomies may be
available from external sources such as government agen-
cies and other manually curated sources. However, in many
cases, a suitable taxonomy is either unavailable, or is avail-
able but is not sufficiently updated to be of use for the ap-
plication at hand. As such, to make our framework broadly
applicable, an important research direction is theautomated
creation of keyword taxonomies based on the statistics of
term occurrences.

The basic idea, as indicated in section 1 is to group to-
gether terms which tend to co-occur frequently. Again, we
have tested a number of different ways of achieving this
(two earlier attempts are described in [20, 19]) but it is not
possible in the present scope to discuss and compare these
in depth. Instead, we present one particular method which
was found to produce reasonable results while being scal-
able to large collections of keywords. This is based on the
algorithm described in [9] which was originally intended for
social networks where users annotate documents or images
with keywords. Each keyword or tag is associated with a
vector that contains the annotation frequencies for all docu-

ments, and which is then comparable, for e.g. by using the
cosine similarity measure. We adapt the algorithm to gen-
eral taxonomy creation by using two important modifica-
tions; firstly, instead of using the cosine similarity function,
the asymmetricdistance function proposed in [20] is used
(this is based on the “Google distance” proposed in [5]):

−−−→
NGD(tx, ty) =

log ny − log nx,y

log N − log nx

, (3)

wheretx and ty are the two terms being considered, and
nx, ny andnx,y are the occurrence counts for the two terms
occurring individually, then together in the same document
respectively. Note that the above expression is “asymmet-
ric” in that

−−−→
NGD(tx, ty) refers to the associated cost iftx

is classified as a subclass ofty, while
−−−→
NGD(ty, tx), corre-

sponds to the inverse relationship between the terms.
The algorithm consists of two stages: the first is to cre-

ate a similarity graph of keywords, from which a measure of
“centrality” is derived for each node. Next, the taxonomy is
grown by inserting the keywords in order of decreasing cen-
trality. In this order, each unassigned node,ti, is attached to
one of the existing nodestj such that:

j = arg min
j∈T

−−−→
NGD(ti, tj), (4)

(whereT is the set of terms which have already been incor-
porated into the taxonomy.)

2.4.2 Enhanced early growth indicators

Once the keyword taxonomies have been constructed,
they provide a straightforward method of enhancing the
early growth indicators using information regarding the co-
occurrence statistics of keywords within the document cor-
pus. As with almost all aspects of the proposed framework,
a number of variants are possible but the basic idea is to re-
calculate the early growth scores for each keyword based on
the aggregate scores of each of the keywords contained in
the subtree descended from the corresponding node in the
taxonomy.

For the results presented in this paper, the aggregation
operation used was a straight average, though other more
elaborate schemes are clearly possible.

3 Results and discussions

We present results for a simple pilot study in renewable
energy. As described in section 2.2.1, the Scopus database
was used to collect a total of 500 keywords which were rel-
evant to the renewable energy domain, along with119, 393
document abstracts. These keywords were then used to con-
struct a taxonomy as described in section 2.4.1, and the av-
erage publication year for each keyword was calculated as



shown in equation (2). Finally, these were aggregated using
the keyword taxonomy and the list of keywords was sorted
according to order of decreasing publication year. Using
this method of evaluation, the top 30 keywords were (num-
bers in brackets are the taxonomy-aggregated average pub-
lication years):

1. cytology (2007.31)
2. nonmetal (2007.24)
3. semiconducting zinc compounds (2007.19)
4. alga (2006.94)
5. hydraulic machinery (2006.91)
6. hydraulic motor (2006.91)
7. bioreactors (2006.81)
8. concentration process (2006.77)
9. metabolism (2006.73)
10. sugars (2006.69)
11. computer networks (2006.66)
12. experimental studies (2006.63)
13. ecosystems (2006.58)
14. direct energy conversion (2006.57)
15. lignin (2006.56)
16. zea mays (2006.56)
17. bioelectric energy sources (2006.56)
18. phosphorus (2006.55)
19. biological materials (2006.53)
20. cellulose (2006.52)
21. nitrogenation (2006.52)
22. bacteria (microorganisms) (2006.52)
23. adsorption (2006.52)
24. soil (2006.52)
25. hydrolysis (2006.51)
26. glycerol (2006.51)
27. fermenter (2006.51)
28. glucose (2006.50)
29. potential energy (2006.50)
30. biodegradable (2006.43)
Some quick observations:

1. One of the most striking observations is the number of
biotechnology related keywords in this list. This indi-
cates that biological aspects of renewable energy are
amongst the most rapidly growing areas of research.

2. Amongst the highly-rated non-biological terms on the
list were “nonmetal” (#2) and “seminconducting zinc
compounds” (#3), both of which are related to the field
of thin-film photovoltaics.

3. However, the top-30 list contained a large number of
keywords which were actually associated with leaves
in the taxonomy, so the confidence in the scores were
lower.

fe rmenter

cellulose glucose

hydrolysis

enzymes lignin sugars

Figure 4. Subtree for node “fermenter”

4. Looking at the terms with relatively large associated
subtrees, we see that three of the largest in the top 30
were “biological materials” (15 nodes), “fermenter” (7
nodes) and “hydrolysis” (4 nodes). The subtrees for
the first two terms are shown in figures 3 and 4 respec-
tively, while the hydrolysis subtree is actually part of
the “fermenter” subtree and as such is not displayed.

5. It can be seen that the fermenter subtree is clearly de-
voted to biofuel related technologies (in fact, two ma-
jor categories of these technologies are represented -
“glucose”-related or first generation biofuels, and “cel-
lulosic” biofuels which are second generation fuels.

6. The biological materials subtree is less focussed but it
does emphasize the importance of biology to renew-
able energy research. The “soil” branch of this subtree
is devoted to ecological issues, while the “chemical re-
action” branch is associated with gasification (waste-
to-energy, etc.) research.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel framework for facilitating research
planning and decision-making has been presented. The
proposed system covers the entire chain of activities start-
ing with the collection of data from generic information
sources (online or otherwise), the extraction of keywords
of interest from these sources and finally the calculation of
semantically-enhanced “early growth indicators”.

In addition, a simple proof-of-concept implementation of
this framework is described and is applied to the domain of
renewable energy. Results of this study are presented and
discussed, and are already quite encouraging though cur-
rently the process is still a little too noisy to pick out “very
early growth” technologies. However, we are investigating
numerous avenues for enhancing the basic implementation
referenced here, and are confident of presenting improved
findings in upcoming publications.
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Figure 3. Subtree for node “Biological materials”

A Seed terms for data collection

The search terms used for extraction of renewable energy
related abstracts and keywords from Scopus were:
“renewable energy”, “biodiesel”, “biofuel”, “photo-
voltaic”, “solar cell”, “distributed generation”, “dis-
persed generation”, “distributed resources”, “embed-
ded generation”, “decentralized generation”, “decentral-
ized energy”, “distributed energy”, “on-site generation”,
“geothermal”, “wind power”, “wind energy”.
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